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WILDFIRE RECOVERY » INDUSTRIES IN QUANDARY

What will help drive
economic rebound?

Donald Trump

Trump
scoffs at
midterm
threat
Republicans worry
president will undercut
party’s election strategy
By JONATHAN MARTIN
AND ALEXANDER BURNS
NEW YORK TIMES
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Greg Kappes, left, tries out new golf clubs with assistant golf professional Erick Andres on the Fountaingrove Club’s driving range Wednesday in
Santa Rosa. The golf and athletic club, which was damaged by the Tubbs fire, has struggled with a loss of buildings and a decline in membership.

Some businesses make comeback while others struggle or close their doors
By KEVIN McCALLUM
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

I

f anyone epitomizes the spirit of Sonoma Strong, the local rallying cry since
October, it’s Ashish and Sia Patel.
The Sonoma couple purchased the historic former Glenelly Inn in 2011, renovated the rundown Glen Ellen landmark and
reopened it as the Olea Hotel the following
year.
But last
fall, the
woody Warm
Springs Road
Y
property with
NORTH BA
guest rooms
was badly
scorched by
the Nuns fire
as it rampaged across
Sonoma
Valley.
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fires, there are encouraging
signs the region is adapting / H1 burned to
the ground.
Fences, outdoor furniture and landscaping
all were incinerated.
And buildings that barely survived —
thanks to the efforts of firefighters and a
rooftop sprinkler system — suffered major
smoke damage.
While there were dark days that followed, the Patels say their outlook has
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WASHINGTON — President
Donald Trump is privately rejecting the growing consensus
among Republican leaders that
they may lose the House and
possibly the Senate in November, leaving party officials and
the president’s advisers nervous
that he does not grasp the gravity of the threat they face in the
midterm elections.
Congressional and party leaders and even some Trump aides
are concerned that the president’s boundless self-assurance
about politics will cause him to
ignore or undermine their midterm strategy. In battleground
states like Arizona, Florida and
Nevada, Trump’s proclivity to
be a loose cannon could endanger the Republican incumbents
and challengers who are already facing ferocious Democratic headwinds.
Republicans in Washington
and Trump aides have largely
given up assuming the president
will ever stick to a teleprompter,
but they have joined together
to impress upon him just how
bruising this November could
be for Republicans — and how
high the stakes are for Trump
personally, given that a Democratic-controlled
Congress
could pursue aggressive investigations and even impeachment.
Over dinner with the president and other Republican congressional leaders this month,
Sen. Mitch McConnell, R-Kentucky, the majority leader,
phrased his advice for the president in the form of a reminder: Trump should never forget
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Olea Hotel owners Sia and Ashish Patel review plans for rebuilding two guest cottages burned
in the October wildfires. The couple is planning to make upgrades to their Glen Ellen hotel.
brightened recently. Their battles with
their insurer are behind them, a major
remodel is well underway, and their anticipation builds daily for the hotel’s July
reopening.
“The whole area around us was fairly
decimated,” Sia Patel said, “so to have
something come back to life again and be
better than it was before is really exciting

INSIDE

to us.”
Twenty miles to the north, Jimmy Chen
isn’t feeling so encouraged.
Nearly seven months after the Tubbs
fire leveled much of Larkfield, the co-owner of Kaede Japanese Restaurant has a
dazed, defeated look.
TURN TO REBOUND » PAGE A14

LOCAL’S GUIDE INSIDE:

ICE detained US man for 1,273 days
IMMIGRATION » Review finds
agents often arresting Americans
by mistake, exposing system flaws
By PAIGE ST. JOHN AND JOEL RUBIN
LOS ANGELES TIMES

Immigration officers in the United States
operate under a cardinal rule: Keep your
hands off Americans.
But Immigration and Customs Enforcement agents repeatedly target U.S. citizens
for deportation by mistake, making wrongful arrests based on incomplete government

records, bad data and lax investigations,
according to a Los Angeles Times review
of federal lawsuits, internal ICE documents
and interviews.
Since 2012, ICE has released from its custody more than 1,480 people after investigating their citizenship claims, according to
agency figures. And a Times review of Department of Justice records and interviews
with immigration attorneys uncovered hundreds of additional cases in the country’s
immigration courts in which people were
forced to prove they are Americans and
sometimes spent months or even years in
detention.

Victims include a landscaper snatched in
a Home Depot parking lot in Rialto and held
for days despite his son’s attempts to show
agents the man’s U.S. passport; and a New
York resident locked up for more than three
years fighting deportation efforts after a federal agent mistook his father for someone
who wasn’t a U.S. citizen.
They and others described the panic and
feeling of powerlessness that set in as agents
took them into custody without explanation
and ignored their claims of citizenship.
The wrongful arrests account for a small
TURN TO ICE » PAGE A8

Press Democrat home
delivery subscribers will
find Sonoma Magazine’s
Best Burgers guide included
with today’s newspaper.
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